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Wave focusing on the line
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Focusing of waves in one dimension is analyzed for the plasma-wave equation and
the wave equation with variable speed. The existence of focusing causal solutions
to these equations is established, and such wave solutions are constructed explicitly
by deriving an orthogonality relation for the time-independent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. The connection between wave focusing and inverse scattering is studied. The
potential at any point is recovered from the incident wave that leads to focusing to
that point. It is shown that focusing waves satisfy certain temporal-antisymmetry
and support properties. Discontinuities in the spatial and temporal derivatives of the
focusing waves are examined and related to the discontinuities in the potential of
the Schro¨dinger equation. The theory is illustrated with some explicit
examples. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1483894#

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider a~Dirac-delta! plane wave incident onto an inhomogeneous medium. As t
progresses the plane wave is scattered by the inhomogeneity and consequently develops
that trails the wavefront. One of the questions considered in this article concerns the op
process. Namely, ‘‘Can one prepare an incident wave~consisting of a plane wave plus a tail! such
that the tail vanishes at a specified instant due to the interaction with the inhomogeneity, i.
wave reduces to the plane wave at that instant?’’ If this happens, we say that the wave foc
the point being crossed by the wavefront at the specified instant. We are also interested in
mining remotely the value of the inhomogeneity at any specified point in space from the inc
wave that is going to focus to that point; this will be done by performing a measurement o
incident wave at some arbitrarily chosen moment in time before the wavefront reaches that

Mathematically speaking, our aim is to analyze focusing of causal solutions to the pla
wave equation

]2u~x,t !

]x2 2
]2u~x,t !

]t2 5V~x!u~x,t !, x,tPR, ~1.1!

where V is real valued and belongs toL1
1(R), the class of measurable potentials such t

*2`
` dx(11uxu)uV(x)u is finite. In order to do this, we derive the orthogonality relation~3.6! for

the associated Schro¨dinger equation

d2c~k,x!

dx2 1k2c~k,x!5V~x!c~k,x!, xPR, ~1.2!

and exploit the connection between~1.1! and ~1.2! through the Fourier transformation

u~x,t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkc~k,x!e2 ikt. ~1.3!
37170022-2488/2002/43(7)/3717/29/$19.00 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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We use the subscript ‘‘l’’ to indicate waves incident from the left~i.e., coming fromx52`! and
use ‘‘r’’ for incidence from the right. Our focusing waves consist of a~Dirac-delta distribution!
wavefront and a tail lying either to the left or right of the wavefront in such a way that the
completely disappears at a certain moment in time and thus the whole wave reduces
wavefront at the focusing point. There is no loss of generality in choosing the focusing mom
t50, and we denote the focusing point byx0 . Hence, we are interested in constructing cau
solutions to~1.1! incident either from the left or right such thatu(x,0)5d(x2x0), whered(x)
denotes the Dirac delta distribution. In Sec. VII we display]u(x,0)/]t explicitly for our focusing
waves and hence show that it is also possible to view them as some specific solutions t~1.1!
satisfying certain initial conditions. Clearly, unless]u(x,0)/]t[0 whenxPR\$x0% for our focus-
ing waves, their energy is not concentrated atx0 whent50; hence, in general, focusing of wave
is not the same as focusing of the wave energy.

Our analysis helps us to understand better the connection between~1.1! and ~1.2!. In our
treatment we include bound states ofV, whereas such states are usually excluded in the ana
of ~1.1! by imposing further restrictions onV such as positivity. Throughout our article, unle
otherwise stated,V is only assumed to be real valued and belonging toL1

1(R); any other assump
tions onV will be explicitly stated.

In our article we also investigate the connection between wave focusing and inverse s
ing. The inverse scattering problem for~1.1! and ~1.2! consists of the recovery ofV from an
appropriate set of scattering data. The recovery in the time domain is usually achieved by
some layer-stripping methods, see, e.g., Burridge~1980!, Bube and Burridge~1983!, Morawetz
and Kriegsmann~1983!, Baylisset al. ~1989!, and Sacks~1993!, in terms of the impulse respons
to a plane wave sent ontoV(x) either fromx52` or from x51`. In these techniques on
considers the solution to~1.1! satisfying u(x,t)5d(x2t)1o(1) and ]u(x,t)/]t5d8(x2t)
1o(1) when t→2` as the wave incident from the left, oru(x,t)5d(x1t)1o(1) and
]u(x,t)/]t5d8(x1t)1o(1) whent→2` as the wave incident from the right. The contrast w
our focusing waves can be visualized by considering waves incident from the left especially
V[0 for x,0: our focusing wave forx,0 andt,2x0 consists of the wavefrontd(x2x02t)
followed by @cf. ~5.19!# the nontrivial tailKr(x0 ,x2t), whereas the wave in the aforemention
references isd(x2t) for x,0 andt,0. We show in Sec. VII that the value ofV(x0) for any fixed
x0.0 is recovered from the incident wave that is going to focus tox0 with a measuremen
performed at an arbitrary momentt,2x0 ~i.e., before the wavefront reaches the inhomogenei!;
in contrast, in the layer-stripping methods one lets the incident wave penetrate the inhomog
during the time interval 0,t,2x0 in order to recoverV(x) for 0,x,x0 . A heuristic discussion
of the physics connecting focusing and inverse scattering appears in Rose~2002!, which is a
strictly time-domain analysis that avoids reference to scattering solutions to~1.2!.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the Jost solutions, scatt
coefficients, and normalized bound-state solutions of~1.2!. In Sec. III we derive the orthogonality
relation~3.6!, a key result for obtaining the causal focusing wave solutions to~1.1! ~incident either
from the left or right! explicitly in terms of the Jost solutions, transmission coefficient, a
normalized bound-state solutions of~1.2!. In Sec. IV, we construct such causal waves that focu
t50, namelyU l incident from the left andU r incident from the right, and we study some of the
properties; we also indicate how the value ofV(x0) can be recovered by using waves focusing
x0 and its vicinity. In Sec. V we examine the connection between wave focusing and in
scattering problem; in particular, we analyze the relationship between wave focusing an
Marchenko inversion method, construct our focusing waves in terms of the solutions t
Marchenko integral equations, and show that wave focusing can be viewed as a consequ
the Marchenko method. In Sec. VI we explore certain temporal antisymmetries satisfied b
tails of our focusing waves; in this section we also show that, for potentials vanishing on a
line, the tail of a focusing wave may vanish in some regions at certain times and that a ga
develop between the wavefront and the tail. In Sec. VII, under more restrictive conditionsV,
we analyze the discontinuities in the spatial and temporal derivatives of our focusing wave
relate such discontinuities to jump discontinuities ofV; we also show thatV(x0) can be recovered
d 19 Jun 2002 to 130.18.24.42. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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solely from the incident wave leading to focusing tox0 , where the measurement can be perform
at one arbitrarily chosen moment before the wavefront reachesx0 ; as a corollary we obtain the
interesting identities~7.22! and ~7.25! for the solutions to the Marchenko equations when
corresponding potential vanishes on a half line. In Sec. VIII we present some explicit examp
illustrate various aspects of wave focusing and the recovery ofV(x0) via focusing, and we also
provide some snapshots of focusing waves as their tails disappear and reappear. Finally, in
we analyze wave focusing for the variable-speed wave equation~9.14!.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Let C1 denote the upper-half complex plane andC1
ªC1øR. There are two types o

solutions to~1.2!. The scattering solutions consist of linear combinations ofeikx ande2 ikx as x
→6`, and they occur forkPR\$0%; on the other hand, the bound-state solutions decay e
nentially asx→6`, and they can occur only at certaink-values on the imaginary axis inC1. Let
us useN to denote the number of bound states, which is known to be finite, and suppose th
bound states occur atk5 ik j with 0,k1, ¯ ,kN .

Among the scattering solutions to~1.2! are the Jost solution from the left,f l , and the Jost
solution from the right,f r , satisfying the respective boundary conditions

e2 ikxf l~k,x!511o~1!, e2 ikxf l8~k,x!5 ik1o~1!, x→1`, ~2.1!

eikxf r~k,x!511o~1!, eikxf r8~k,x!52 ik1o~1!, x→2`, ~2.2!

where the prime is used for the derivative with respect to the spatial coordinatex. From the spatial
asymptotics

f l~k,x!5
eikx

T~k!
1

L~k!e2 ikx

T~k!
1o~1!, x→2`, ~2.3!

f r~k,x!5
e2 ikx

T~k!
1

R~k!eikx

T~k!
1o~1!, x→1`, ~2.4!

we obtain the scattering coefficients, namely, the transmission coefficientT, and the reflection
coefficientsL andR from the left and right, respectively.

Each bound state corresponds to a pole ofT in C1 and vice versa. It is known that the boun
states are simple and there exists only one linearly independent solution to~1.2! at eachk5 ik j

belonging toL2(R). The bound-state norming constantscl j andcrj are defined as

cl jªF E
2`

`

dx fl~ ik j ,x!2G21/2

, crjªF E
2`

`

dx fr~ ik j ,x!2G21/2

, ~2.5!

and they are related to each other via the residues ofT as

Res~T,ik j !5 ic l j
2g j5 i

crj
2

g j
, ~2.6!

whereg j is the dependency constant given byg jª f l( ik j ,x)/ f r( ik j ,x). The sign ofg j is the same
as that of (21)N2 j and hencecrj5(21)N2 jg j cl j . The normalized bound-state solutionw j (x) at
k5 ik j is defined as

w j~x!ªcl j f l~ ik j ,x!5~21!N2 j crj f r~ ik j ,x!. ~2.7!
d 19 Jun 2002 to 130.18.24.42. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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III. AN ORTHOGONALITY IDENTITY

The scattering and bound-state solutions to~1.2! satisfy the completeness relation, see, e
Newton ~1983! and Chadan amd and Sabatier~1989!,

1

4p E
2`

`

dk@c l~k,x!c l~2k,x0!1c r~k,x!c r~2k,x0!#1(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!5d~x2x0!, ~3.1!

wherec l andc r are the physical solutions to~1.2! related to the Jost solutions as

c l~k,x!ªT~k! f l~k,x!, c r~k,x!ªT~k! f r~k,x!. ~3.2!

In the Jost solutions, physical solutions, and scattering coefficients, for realk, replacingk by 2k
has the same effect as taking complex conjugation. Moreover, we have

f l~2k,x!5T~k! f r~k,x!2R~k! f l~k,x!, kPR, ~3.3!

f r~2k,x!52L~k! f r~k,x!1T~k! f l~k,x!, kPR, ~3.4!

which are consequences of the fact that either$ f l(k,•), f r(k,•)% or $ f l(2k,•), f r(2k,•)% is a
linearly independent set of solutions to~1.2! whenkPR\$0% and that the functions in one set ca
be expressed as a linear combination of those in the other. It is known that

R~k!T~2k!52L~2k!T~k!, kPR. ~3.5!

Next we prove an orthogonality identity for~1.2! that will be useful in the analysis of wav
focusing for~1.1!.

Theorem 3.1:Assume V is real valued and belongs to L1
1(R). Then

1

2p E
2`

`

dkT~k! f l~k,x! f r~k,x0!1(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!5d~x2x0!. ~3.6!

Proof: The proof will be given by showing that the integral term in~3.6! is identical to the
integral in ~3.1!. From ~3.2!–~3.4! we get

c r~k,x!5 f l~2k,x!1R~k! f l~k,x!, kPR,

c l~2k,x0!5 f r~k,x0!1L~2k! f r~2k,x0!, kPR.

Thus, forkPR we have

c l~k,x!c l~2k,x0!1c r~k,x!c r~2k,x0!

5T~k! f l~k,x!@ f r~k,x0!1L~2k! f r~2k,x0!#1@ f l~2k,x!1R~k! f l~k,x!#T~2k! f r~2k,x0!

5T~k! f l~k,x! f r~k,x0!1T~2k! f l~2k,x! f r~2k,x0!, ~3.7!

where we have used~3.5! in the last step for simplification. Replacing the dummy integrat
variablek by 2k, we get

E
2`

`

dkT~2k! f l~2k,x! f r~2k,x0!5E
2`

`

dkT~k! f l~k,x! f r~k,x0!,

and hence from~3.7! we obtain
d 19 Jun 2002 to 130.18.24.42. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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E
2`

`

dk@c l~k,x!c l~2k,x0!1c r~k,x!c r~2k,x0!#52E
2`

`

dkT~k! f l~k,x! f r~k,x0!.

Thus, the integral on the left-hand side of~3.6! is the same as that on the left-hand side of~3.1!.j

IV. WAVE FOCUSING FOR THE PLASMA-WAVE EQUATION

In this section we construct focusing waves of~1.1! incident either from the left or right in
terms of the Jost solutions, transmission coefficient, and bound states for~1.2!. We also relate the
discontinuities at the wavefront of such focusing waves to an integral ofV and show how the
value of V(x) at any specific point can be extracted from waves focusing to that point an
vicinity.

In terms of the Jost solutions of~1.2!, let us define

K l~x,t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@ f l~k,x!2eikx#e2 ikt, ~4.1!

K r~x,t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@ f r~k,x!2e2 ikx#eikt. ~4.2!

Using ~2.7! and the inverse Fourier transforms on~4.1! and ~4.2!, we obtain

w j~x!5~21!N2 j crjFek j x1E
2`

x

dsKr~x,s!ek j sG5cl jFe2k j x1E
x

`

dsKl~x,s!e2k j sG . ~4.3!

The properties ofK l andK r stated in the following theorem are already known, see, e.g., Fad
~1967!, Marchenko~1986!, Chadan and Sabatier~1989!, Deift and Trubowitz~1979!, and they are
used later in our analysis.

Theorem 4.1:Assume V is real valued and belongs to L1
1(R). Then

(i) For each fixed xPR, K l(x,•) and Kr(x,•) belong to L2(R)ùL1(R).
(ii) For any aPR, K l(x,t) is uniformly bounded in(x,t) for x>a; similarly, K r(x,t) is

uniformly bounded in(x,t) for x<a. Moreover, we have

K l~x,t !50, t,x; K r~x,t !50, t.x. ~4.4!

(iii) K l and Kr are continuous in(x,t) except when t5x, and the jumps there are related to V
as

K l~x,x1!5
1

2 Ex

`

dzV~z!, K r~x,x2!5
1

2 E2`

x

dzV~z!. ~4.5!

Define

L̂~ t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkL~k!eikt, R̂~ t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkR~k!eikt. ~4.6!

When V is real valued and belongs toL1
1(R), each ofL̂ and R̂ is continuous and belongs t

L2(R). In fact, they are absolutely continuous and differentiable, and for each fixedaPR their
derivatives satisfyL̂8PL1

1(2`,a) and R̂8PL1
1(a,1`).

Let us define

Pl~x,t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@T~k!21# f l~k,x!e2 ikt, ~4.7!
d 19 Jun 2002 to 130.18.24.42. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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Pr~x,t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@T~k!21# f r~k,x!eikt, ~4.8!

F l~x,t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@c l~k,x!2eikx#e2 ikt, ~4.9!

F r~x,t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@c r~k,x!2e2 ikx#eikt. ~4.10!

Proposition 4.2: Assume V is real valued and belongs to L1
1(R). Then, for any fixed xPR,

each of Pl(x,•), Pr(x,•), F l(x,•), and F r(x,•) belongs to L2(R). Moreover, we have

F l~x,t !5Pl~x,t !1K l~x,t !, F r~x,t !5Pr~x,t !1K r~x,t !, ~4.11!

F l~x,t !5Pl~x,t !52(
j 51

N

~21!N2 j crjw j~x!ek j t, t,x, ~4.12!

F r~x,t !5Pr~x,t !52(
j 51

N

cl jw j~x!e2k j t, t.x, ~4.13!

F l~x,t !5K r~x,t !1L̂~2x2t !1E
2`

x

dsL̂~2t2s!K r~x,s!, tÞx, ~4.14!

F r~x,t !5K l~x,t !1R̂~x1t !1E
x

`

dsR̂~ t1s!K l~x,s!, tÞx, ~4.15!

Pl~x,x01t !1E
2`

x0
dsPl~x,s1t !K r~x0 ,s!1(

j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t50, x.x01t, ~4.16!

Pr~x,x02t !1E
x0

`

dsPr~x,s2t !K l~x0 ,s!1(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t50, x,x02t. ~4.17!

Proof: We obtain~4.11! by using~3.2!, ~4.1!, ~4.2!, and~4.7!–~4.10!. With the help of~2.6!,
~2.7!, ~4.4!, ~4.7!, ~4.8!, and ~4.11!, by using a contour integration along the infinite semicirc
enclosingC1, we obtain~4.12! and~4.13!. Using~4.2!, ~4.6!, and a Fourier transform on~3.4! we
get ~4.14!. Similarly, by using~3.3!, ~4.1!, and ~4.6! we get ~4.15!. With the help of~4.3! and
~4.12! we establish~4.16!. In the same manner, using~4.3! and ~4.13! we get~4.17!. j

Define

U l~x,t;x0!ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkc l~k,x! f r~k,x0!e2 ikt1(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t, ~4.18!

U r~x,t;x0!ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkc r~k,x! f l~k,x0!e2 ikt1(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t, ~4.19!

Y l~x,t;x0!ªU l~x,t;x0!2d~x2x02t !, ~4.20!

Y r~x,t;x0!ªU r~x,t;x0!2d~x2x01t !. ~4.21!
d 19 Jun 2002 to 130.18.24.42. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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Theorem 4.3:Assume V is real valued and belongs to L1
1(R). Then Ul is a causal solution to

(1.1) incident from the left and focusing to x5x0 when t50. Similarly, U r is a causal solution to
(1.1) that is incident from the right and that focuses to x5x0 when t50.

Proof: First, c l , c r , f l , and f r are solutions to~1.2! and they are transformed from th
k-domain to thet-domain as in~1.3!. Thus, with the help of~2.7!, we see that each ofU l andU r

is a solution to~1.1!. Using ~4.2!, ~4.9!, ~4.11!, ~4.18!, and~4.20! we get

Y l~x,t;x0!5K r~x0 ,x2t !1K l~x,x01t !1E
x2t

x0
dsKl~x,s1t !K r~x0 ,s!1Pl~x,x01t !

1E
2`

x0
dsPl~x,s1t !K r~x0 ,s!1(

j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t. ~4.22!

Similarly, using~4.1!, ~4.10!, ~4.11!, ~4.19!, and~4.21! we obtain

Y r~x,t;x0!5K l~x0 ,x1t !1K r~x,x02t !1E
x0

x1t

dsKr~x,s2t !K l~x0 ,s!1Pr~x,x02t !

1E
x0

`

dsPr~x,s2t !K l~x0 ,s!1(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t. ~4.23!

With the help of~4.4! it follows that at any fixed momentt each of the first three terms on th
right-hand side of~4.22! vanishes whenx.x01t; moreover, using~4.16! it follows that the last
three terms add to zero whenx.x01t. Thus,U l consists of the wavefrontd(x2x02t) followed
by the tailY l on the left, and it is incident from the left. Similarly, at any fixed momentt each of
the first three terms on the right-hand side of~4.23! vanishes whenx,x02t; moreover, from
~4.17! it follows that the last three terms add to zero whenx,x02t. Hence,U r is a wave
consisting of the wavefrontd(x2x01t) followed by the tailY r on the right and the wave is
incident from the right. Each of the wavesU l and U r focuses tox5x0 at t50 because
U l(x,0;x0)5d(x2x0) andU r(x,0;x0)5d(x2x0), as readily seen by comparing~4.18! and~4.19!
with ~3.6!. j

Since~1.1! is linear and homogeneous, any linear combination ofU l andU r also focuses at
t50. In fact, for the special choiceU l2U r even the wavefronts cancel each other and the w
vanishes on the entirex-axis at t50. On the other hand, for the special choiceU l1U r the
wavefronts superimpose on top of each other att50.

Proposition 4.4: Assume V is real valued and belongs to L1
1(R). Then the only discontinuities

of Pl and Pr can occur when x5t. Such discontinuities are given by

Pl~x,x2!5F l~x,x2!52(
j 51

N

~21!N2 j crjw j~x!ek j x, ~4.24!

Pr~x,x1!5F r~x,x1!52(
j 51

N

cl jw j~x!e2k j x, ~4.25!

Pl~x,x1!52
1

2 E2`

`

dsV~s!2(
j 51

N

~21!N2 j crjw j~x!ek j x, ~4.26!

Pr~x,x2!52
1

2 E2`

`

dsV~s!2(
j 51

N

cl jw j~x!e2k j x. ~4.27!

Proof: Note that~4.24! and ~4.25! are equivalent to~4.12! and ~4.13!, respectively. SinceL̂
andK r(x,•) are square integrable, their product is integrable; hence the integral term in~4.14! is
d 19 Jun 2002 to 130.18.24.42. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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continuous in (x,t) as a result of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Similarly,
the square-integrability ofR̂ and ofK l(x,•) it follows that the integral term in~4.15! is continuous
in (x,t). Using the fact thatL̂ andR̂ are continuous, from~4.11!, ~4.14!, and~4.15! we see that the
discontinuities ofPl and Pr coincide with those ofK l and K r ; hence, such discontinuities ca
occur only whenx5t. In fact, with the help of~4.4! we get

Pl~x,x1!2Pl~x,x2!52K r~x,x2!2K l~x,x1!, ~4.28!

Pr~x,x1!2Pr~x,x2!5K l~x,x1!1K r~x,x2!. ~4.29!

Thus, using~4.5!, ~4.24!, ~4.25!, ~4.28!, and~4.29!, we get~4.26! and ~4.27!. j

Theorem 4.5:Assume V is real valued and belongs to L1
1(R). Then the only discontinuities o

U l and Ur occur at the wavefront, and the jumps in the tails at the wavefront are related to

Y l~x0
21t,t;x0!52

1

2 Ex0

x01t

dzV~z!, ~4.30!

Y r~x0
12t,t;x0!52

1

2 Ex02t

x0
dzV~z!. ~4.31!

Proof: From~4.22! and~4.23! we see that the discontinuities inY l andY r can come only from
the first, second, and fourth terms on the right-hand sides of~4.22! and ~4.23!, respectively; the
third and fifth terms are continuous in (x,t) because the integrands there, being products
L2-functions, are integrable ins. Thus, with the help of Proposition 4.4 and the fact thatK r andK l

can have discontinuities only whenx5t, we conclude that the discontinuities inY l andY r can
only occur at the wavefront, and we have

Y l~x0
21t,t;x0!2Y l~x0

11t,t;x0!5K r~x0 ,x0
2!2K r~x0 ,x0

1!1K l~x01t,x0
11t !2K l~x01t,x0

21t !

1Pl~x01t,x0
11t !2Pl~x01t,x0

21t !, ~4.32!

Y r~x0
12t,t;x0!2Y r~x0

22t,t;x0!5K l~x0 ,x0
1!2K l~x0 ,x0

2!1K r~x02t,x0
22t !2K r~x02t,x0

12t !

1Pr~x02t,x0
22t !2Pr~x02t,x0

12t !. ~4.33!

Now using ~4.4!, ~4.5!, ~4.28!, and ~4.29! in ~4.32! and ~4.33! and the fact thatU l and U r are
causal, we establish~4.30! and ~4.31!. j

As an application of Theorem 4.5, let us show how one can recover the value ofV(x0) by
using waves focusing tox0 and its vicinity. Consider the left-hand side of~4.30! at some fixed
time t in the interval (2`,2x0); in fact, one can even consider it whent→2`. Let

G l~x0 ,t !ªY l~x0
21t,t;x0!. ~4.34!

Thus, G l(x0 ,t) indicates the height of the tail ofU l at the wavefront at some fixed timet
,2x0 . From ~4.30!, if V is continuous atx0 andx01t, we see that

V~x0!2V~x01t !52
]G l~x0 ,t !

]x0
. ~4.35!

Note thatV(x01t) can be made as small as we want by choosingt so that eitherx01t lies to the
left of the support ofV ~if V is supported in a right-half line! or by lettingt→2` ~if the support
of V extends tox52`!. Clearly,]G l(x0 ,t)/]x0 can be obtained by using waves focusing tox0

and its vicinity. An explicit example in Sec. VIII illustrates the recovery ofV(x0) by using the
technique described here.
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Note that in the recovery technique outlined above, we have not made any other assum
on V besidesVPL1

1(R), its realness, and its continuity atx0 andx01t for some fixedt,2x0 . In
fact, even whenV is not continuous but only sectionally continuous, this technique still ho
provided we replace~4.35! by

V~x0
2!2V~x0

11t !52
]G l~x0 ,t !

]x0
, t,2x0 .

Under some stronger assumptions onV in Sec. VII, we will see that we can recoverV(x0) by only
using the wave that focuses tox0 without needing any waves focusing nearx0 .

V. CONNECTION WITH THE MARCHENKO METHOD

In this section we explore the connection between wave focusing for~1.1! and the Marchenko
method to solve the inverse scattering problem for~1.2!. By presenting certain representations f
U l andU r , we show that their focusing is a direct consequence of the Marchenko method.

Let us define

M r~ t !ªL̂~2t !1(
j 51

N

crj
2 ek j t, M l~ t !ªR̂~ t !1(

j 51

N

cl j
2e2k j t, ~5.1!

whereL̂ andR̂ are as in~4.6!, andcrj andcl j are as in~2.5!. Using~4.3!, ~4.4!, ~4.12!–~4.15!, and
~5.1! we get the two Marchenko equations

K r~x,t !1M r~x1t !1E
2`

x

dsMr~ t1s!K r~x,s!50, t,x, ~5.2!

K l~x,t !1M l~x1t !1E
x

`

dsMl~ t1s!K l~x,s!50, t.x, ~5.3!

and using~4.4!, ~4.14!, and~4.15! we obtain the two complementary equations

F l~x,t !5L̂~2x2t !1E
2`

x

dsL̂~2t2s!K r~x,s!, t.x, ~5.4!

F r~x,t !5R̂~x1t !1E
x

`

dsR̂~ t1s!K l~x,s!, t,x. ~5.5!

Let

F l~x,t !ªK l~x,t !1M l~x1t !1E
x

`

dsMl~ t1s!K l~x,s!, ~5.6!

F r~x,t !ªK r~x,t !1M r~x1t !1E
2`

x

dsMr~ t1s!K r~x,s!, ~5.7!

Zl~x,t !ªF l~x,t !2L̂~2x2t !2E
2`

x

dsL̂~2t2s!K r~x,s!, ~5.8!

Zr~x,t !ªF r~x,t !2R̂~x1t !2E
x

`

dsR̂~ t1s!K l~x,s!. ~5.9!

Using ~4.4! we can write the Marchenko equations~5.2! and ~5.3! as
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F r~x,t !50, t,x; K r~x,t !50, t.x, ~5.10!

F l~x,t !50, t.x; K l~x,t !50, t,x, ~5.11!

and the complementary equations~5.4! and ~5.5! as

Zl~x,t !50, t.x; Zr~x,t !50, t,x. ~5.12!

The following proposition shows that the focusing waveU l can be constructed from th
scattering data$L,$k j%,$crj%% via the solutionK r of the Marchenko equation~5.2!; similarly, the
focusing waveU r can be constructed from the data$R,$k j%,$cl j%% via the solutionK l of the
Marchenko equation~5.3!.

Proposition 5.1: The waves Ul and Ur defined in (4.18) and (4.19) can be expressed in te
of the quantities defined in (4.1), (4.2), (5.6), and (5.7) as

U l~x,t;x0!5d~x2x02t !1K r~x0 ,x2t !1F r~x,x01t !1E
2`

x0
dsFr~x,t1s!K r~x0 ,s!,

~5.13!

U r~x,t;x0!5d~x2x01t !1K1~x0 , x1t !F l~x,x02t !1E
x0

`

dsFl~x,s2t !K l~x0 ,s!. ~5.14!

Proof: Using ~4.3!, ~4.14!, ~4.22!, ~5.1!, and ~5.7!, we obtain~5.13!. Similarly, using~4.3!,
~4.15!, ~4.23!, ~5.1!, and~5.6!, we obtain~5.14!. j

Let us define

Ar~x,t;x0!ªK r~x0 ,x2t !2K r~x0 ,x1t !2F r~x0 ,x2t !1F r~x0 ,x1t !

2E
2`

x

dsKr~x,s!@F r~x0 ,s2t !2F r~x0 ,s1t !#

1E
2`

max$x,x0%
ds@K r~x0 ,s!K r~x,s1t !2K r~x0 ,s1t !K r~x,s!#, ~5.15!

Al~x,t;x0!ªK l~x0 ,x1t !2K l~x0 ,x2t !1F l~x0 ,x2t !2F l~x0 ,x1t !

2E
x

`

dsKl~x,s!@F l~x0 ,s1t !2F l~x0 ,s2t !#

1E
min$x,x0%

`

ds@K l~x0 ,s!K l~x,s2t !2K l~x0 ,s2t !K l~x,s!#. ~5.16!

Note that att50 bothAr(x,t;x0) andAl(x,t;x0) vanish.
Proposition 5.2: The waves Ul and Ur defined in (4.18) and (4.19) can be expressed in te

of the quantities defined in (4.1), (4.2), (5.6)–(5.9), (5.15), and (5.16) as

U l~x,t;x0!5d~x2x02t !1Zl~x,x01t !1F r~x0 ,x2t !1E
x01t

x

dsFr~x0 ,s2t !K r~x,s!1Ar~x,t;x0!,

~5.17!

U r~x,t;x0!5d~x2x01t !1Zr~x,x02t !1F l~x0 ,x1t !

1E
x

x02t

dsFl~x0 ,s1t !K l~x,s!1Al~x,t;x0!. ~5.18!
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Proof: We obtain~5.17! by using~4.3!, ~4.11!, ~4.14!, ~5.1!, ~5.7!, and~5.8! in ~4.22!. Simi-
larly, ~5.18! is obtained by using~4.3!, ~4.11!, ~4.15!, ~5.6!, and~5.9! in ~4.23!. j

Theorem 5.3:Assume that V is real valued and belongs to L1
1(R). Then we have the follow

ing.

(i) The causality of Ul is a consequence of the Marchenko equation (5.2).
(ii) The causality of Ur is a consequence of the Marchenko equation (5.3).
(iii) The focusing of Ul to x0 at t50 is a consequence of (5.2) and (5.4).
(iv) The focusing of Ur to x0 at t50 is a consequence of (5.3) and (5.5).

Proof: Recall that~5.2! and ~5.3! are equivalent to~5.10! and ~5.11!, respectively; similarly,
~5.4! and~5.5! are equivalent to the first and second equations in~5.12!, respectively. Note that if
~5.10! holds, then the right-hand side of~5.13! vanishes whenx.x01t and hence (i ) is proved.
Similarly, if ~5.11! holds, then the right-hand side of~5.14! vanishes forx,x02t and hence (i i )
is proved. If~5.10! and the first equation in~5.12! hold, then each of the first four terms on th
right-hand side of~5.17! vanishes whenx,x01t; moreover, the last termAr(x,t;x0) vanishes at
t50 and hence (i i i ) is proved. In the same manner, if~5.11! and the second equation in~5.12!
hold, then each of the first four terms on the right-hand side of~5.18! vanishes whenx.x02t;
moreover, the last termAl(x,t;x0) vanishes att50 and hence (iv) is also proved. j

Let us comment on the roles that the complementary equations~5.4! and ~5.5! play in the
Marchenko method. For the recovery ofV by solving ~5.2!, one uses the ‘‘right’’ scattering dat
$L,$k j%,$crj%% as the input and obtains the ‘‘right’’ quantityK r , from which the ‘‘right’’ Jost
solution f r is obtained with the help of~4.1!. The complementary equation~5.4! is a means to
construct the ‘‘left’’ quantityF l , from which the ‘‘left’’ physical solutionc l can be obtained via
the inverse Fourier transform on~4.9!. In a similar manner, the complementary equation~5.5! is a
means to construct the ‘‘right’’ quantities such asc r by using only the ‘‘left’’ scattering data
$R,$k j%,$cl j%% as the input to the Marchenko procedure. Hence, Theorem 5.3(i i i ) is equivalent to
the statement that the focusing ofU l is a consequence of the Marchenko method using the ‘‘rig
scattering data as the input. Similarly, Theorem 5.3(iv) is equivalent to saying that focusing ofU r

is a consequence of the Marchenko method using the ‘‘left’’ scattering data as the input.
The following result and its proof are used in the proof of Theorems 6.4 and 6.5. Even th

this result is already known, we include a brief proof for convenience because we later refer
facts stated in it.

Proposition 5.4: Assume V is real valued and belongs to L1
1(R). If V[0 for x.0, then

M l(t)50 for t.0, and if V[0 for x,0, then Mr(t)50 for t,0, where Ml and Mr are the
quantities defined in (5.1).

Proof: If V[0 for x.0, thenR is meromorphic inC1 with simple poles at the bound state
k5 ik j having the residues Res(R,ik j )5 ic l j

2 , andR(k)e2ikx5o(1/k) ask→` in C1 for eachx
>0. Similarly, if V[0 for x,0, thenL is meromorphic inC1 with simple poles at the bound
statesk5 ik j having the residues Res(L,ik j )5 ic rj

2 , andL(k)e22ikx5o(1/k) ask→` in C1 for
eachx<0. Thus, from~5.1! with the help of a contour integration, we directly get the conclus
of our proposition. j

Let us make a contrast between an incident focusing wave and an incident plane wa
latter is often used to probe an inhomogeneous medium. For simplicity, consider the speci
V[0 for x,0. In this case, from~4.2! it follows that K r(x,t)50 for x,0. Thus, using~5.7! and
Proposition 5.4 we getF r(x,x01t)50 for x,0 andt,2x0 . Hence, from~5.13! it follows that
our focusing wave incident from the left is given by

U l~x,t;x0!5d~x2x02t !1K r~x0 ,x2t !, x,0, t,2x0 . ~5.19!

From ~5.19! we see that, ifx0.0, U l contains some information aboutV even before the inciden
wave first encounters the potential atx50 andt52x0 . Using x01t,0 andV(z)50 for z,0,
from ~4.30! we getY l(x0

21t,t;x0)5(1/2)*0
x0dzV(z). This is in contrast to the case where a pu
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plane wave is sent ontoV from x52`, in which case the incident wave consists solely of t
Dirac-delta wavefront alone and a tail is nonexistent until the wave encounters the poten
x50.

VI. TEMPORAL ANTISYMMETRIES AND SUPPORT PROPERTIES

In this section we are interested in showing that the focusing wavesU l andU r satisfy certain
temporal antisymmetries and support properties that are useful in understanding their focusi
also show that for potentials vanishing on a half line, a gap may develop between the wav
and the tail of these focusing waves. We present our results only forU l because the correspondin
results forU r are obtained in a similar manner.

In terms of the Jost solutions of~1.2!, let us define the Faddeev functionsml and mr as
follows:

ml~k,x!ªe2 ikxf l~k,x!, mr~k,x!ªeikxf r~k,x!.

Then, we can writeY l andY r defined in~4.20! and ~4.21!, respectively, as

Y l~x,t;x0!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@T~k!ml~k,x!mr~k,x0!21#eik(x2x02t)1(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t,

~6.1!

Y r~x,t;x0!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@T~k!mr~k,x!ml~k,x0!21#e2 ik(x2x01t)1(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t.

~6.2!

From Theorem 4.3 we know thatU l andU r are causal. Hence, from~6.1! and~6.2! we conclude
the following.

Corollary 6.1: Assume V is real valued and belongs to L1
1(R). Then forx.x01t we have

1

2p E
2`

`

dk@T~k!ml~k,x!mr~k,x0!21#eik(x2x02t)52(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t, ~6.3!

and for x,x02t we have

1

2p E
2`

`

dk@T~k!mr~k,x!ml~k,x0!21#e2 ik(x2x01t)52(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t. ~6.4!

Theorem 6.2:Assume V is real valued and belongs to L1
1(R). Then, for t,x02x, the tail Y l

defined in (4.20) satisfies

Y l~x,t;x0!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@ml~k,x!ml~2k,x0!21#@eik(x2x02t)2eik(x2x01t)#. ~6.5!

Similarly, for t,x2x0 , the tail Y r defined in (4.21) satisfies

Y r~x,t;x0!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@mr~k,x!mr~2k,x0!21#@e2 ik(x2x01t)2e2 ik(x2x02t)#. ~6.6!

Proof: From ~3.3! we get

T~k!mr~k,x0!5ml~2k,x0!1R~k!e2ikx0ml~k,x0!, kPR,

and, hence, for realk, we have
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T~k!ml~k,x!mr~k,x0!5ml~k,x!ml~2k,x0!1R~k!ml~k,x!e2ikx0ml~k,x0!. ~6.7!

From ~3.3! we see that

R~k!ml~k,x!5e22ikx@T~k!mr~k,x!2ml~2k,x!#, kPR. ~6.8!

Thus, using~6.8! in the second term on the right-hand side of~6.7!, we obtain

T~k!ml~k,x!mr~k,x0!5@T~k!mr~k,x!2ml~2k,x!#ml~k,x0!e2ik(x02x)

1ml~k,x!ml~2k,x0!, kPR. ~6.9!

Using ~6.9! in ~6.1! we get

Y l~x,t;x0!5I 12I 21I 32I 41I 51I 6 ,

where we have defined

I 1ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkml~k,x!ml~2k,x0!eik(x2x02t),

I 2ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkml~2k,x!ml~k,x0!e2 ik(x2x01t),

I 3ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dke2 ik(x2x01t), I 4ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkeik(x2x02t),

I 5ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@T~k!mr~k,x!ml~k,x0!21#e2 ik(x2x01t),

I 6ª(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t.

Because of~6.4! we haveI 51I 650 whenx02t2x.0. Changing the dummy integration variab
k to 2k in I 2 andI 3 we obtain~6.5!. The proof of~6.6! is similar to that of~6.5! and is obtained
with the help of~3.4! and ~6.3!. j

From ~6.5! and ~6.6! we get the following antisymmetry properties forY l andY r .
Corollary 6.3: Assume V is real valued and belongs to L1

1(R). Then

Y l~x,2t;x0!52Y l~x,t;x0!, tP~x2x0 ,x02x!,

Y r~x,2t;x0!52Y r~x,t;x0!, tP~x02x,x2x0!,

Y l~x,2t;x0!2Y r~x,2t;x0!5Y r~x,t;x0!2Y l~x,t;x0!, x,t,x0PR.

We remark that the temporal antisymmetry is a key part of the physics underlying
focusing. It is immediate from Corollary 6.3 that bothY l andY r vanish att50.

Next, we present some results related to the support properties ofY l when the potential
vanishes on a half line. Similar results hold forY r although they are not listed here. In the ne
theorem, we show that, if the incident wave focuses to a point lying behind the support o
potential, a gap develops between the wavefront and the tail of the wave.

Theorem 6.4: Assume V is real valued, belongs to L1
1(R), and vanishes for x.0; let x0

>0. Then we have the following.
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(i) When t>0, we haveY l(x,t;x0)50 for x>2x01t.
(ii) When tP@2x0,0#, we haveY l(x,t;x0)50 for x>2x02t.
(iii) Consequently, the wavefrontd(x2x02t) is in distance2x0 ahead of the tailY l

for t>0.
(iv) Similarly, the wavefrontd(x2x02t) is in distance2(x01t) ahead of the tailY l for

tP@2x0,0#.

Proof: The proof will be given by showing thatY l vanishes on the closure of the rectangu
region lying below the wavefront and above the shaded region exemplified in Fig. 1. IfV[0 for
x.0, thenml(k,x)51 for x>0 andT(k)mr(k,x0)511R(k)e2ikx0. Thus, from~6.1!, with the
help of ~2.7!, we get

Y l~x,t;x0!5R̂~x1x02t !1(
j 51

N

cl j
2e2k j (x1x02t), x>0. ~6.10!

Comparing~6.10! with ~5.1!, we see thatY l(x,t;x0)5M l(x1x02t); hence, with the help of
Proposition 5.4, we conclude thatY l(x,t;x0)50 for x.2x01t andx>0. By the continuity ofY l

on the linex52x01t, as indicated in Theorem 4.5, we getY l(x,t;x0)50 for x>2x01t.
On the other hand, whenx<0, using T(k)mr(k,x0)511R(k)e2ikx0, from ~6.1! we get

Y l(x,t;x0)5I 71I 8 , where we have defined

I 7ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@ml~k,x!21#eik(x2x02t), ~6.11!

I 8ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkR~k!ml~k,x!eik(x1x02t)1(
j 51

N

w j~x!w j~x0!ek j t. ~6.12!

For x.2x01t, from ~6.12! we obtain

I 85 i (
j 51

N

Res~R,ik j !ml~ ik j ,x!e2k j (x1x02t)1(
j 51

N

cl j
2ml~ ik j ,x!e2k j (x1x02t).

As mentioned in the proof of Proposition 5.4, we have Res(R,ik j )5 ic l j
2 , and henceI 850 for

x<0 andx.2x01t. Thus, from~4.1! and ~6.11!, we see thatY l(x,t;x0)5K l(x,x01t) for x
<0 andx.2x01t. From the Marchenko equation~5.3!, we get

FIG. 1. The support ofY l with x051 in Theorem 6.4 is shaded in thetx-plane.
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K l~x,x01t !1M l~x1x01t !1E
x

`

dsMl~x01t1s!K l~x,s!50, x01t.x. ~6.13!

Note that in our region of interest, we havex1x01t.0, and hence by Proposition 5.4 each of t
second and third terms on the left-hand side of~6.13! vanishes. Thus, from~6.13! we conclude
K l(x,x01t)50, which in turn gives usY l(x,t;x0)50 for x<0 and x.max$2x02t,2x01t%.
Again by the continuity ofY l everywhere except at the wavefront ofU l , we getY l(x,t;x0)50
also on the line segmentx52x01t for tP@0, x0# and on the segmentx52x02t for t
P@2x0,0#. Therefore, we have proved (i ) and (i i ). Note that (i i i ) and (iv) directly follow from
( i ) and (i i ). j

In the next two theorems, whenV[0 for x,0, we investigate the support properties of t
focusing waveU l .

Theorem 6.5: Assume V is real valued, belongs to L1
1(R), and vanishes for x,0; let x0

<0. Then we have the following.

(i) At each time t<2x0 , we haveY l(x,t;x0)50.
(ii) At each time t>2x0 , we haveY l(x,t;x0)50 for x<2x02t.
(iii) Consequently, at each fixed time t.2x0 , the support ofY l(•,t;x0) is the finite interval

(2x02t,x01t).

Proof: The proof will be given by showing that the support ofY l is confined to the interior of
the region exemplified in Fig. 2. BecauseU l is a causal wave, in the regionx<6x06t we have
x<0; henceT(k)ml(k,x)511L(k)e22ikx, andmr(k,x0)51. Thus, from~6.3!, with the help of
~2.7!, we get

Y l~x,t;x0!5L̂~2x2x02t !1(
j 51

N

crj
2 ek j (x1x01t), x<0. ~6.14!

From~5.1! and~6.14! we see thatY l(x,t;x0)5M r(x1x01t), and by Proposition 5.4 we conclud
Y l(x,t;x0)50 for x,2x02t. Because of the continuity ofY l in the tx-plane off the wavefront,
we also getY l(x,t;x0)50 on the line segmentx52x02t for t>2x0 . j

Theorem 6.6: Assume V is real valued, belongs to L1
1(R), and vanishes for x,0; let x0

>0. Then we have the following:

(i) At each time t<0, we haveY l(x,t;x0)50 for x<2x01t.
(ii) At each time t>0, we haveY l(x,t;x0)50 for x<2x02t.

FIG. 2. The support ofY l with x0521 in Theorem 6.5 is shaded in thetx-plane.
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(iii) Consequently, at each fixed t<0, the support ofY l(•,t;x0) is the finite interval
(2x01t,x01t). Similarly, at each fixed t>0, the support ofY l(•,t;x0) is the finite
interval (2x02t,x01t).

Proof: The proof is obtained by using arguments similar to those used in the proof of The
6.4 and by showing that the support ofY l is confined to the interior of the shaded region exe
plified in Fig. 3. j

VII. DISCONTINUITIES IN DERIVATIVES OF FOCUSING WAVES

In this section, under more restrictions onV, we analyze the discontinuities in the spatial a
temporal derivatives of our focusing waves, and we present some corollaries of our analysis
we show that we can recoverV(x0) remotely by using only the wave that focuses tox0 with a
measurement taken at any fixed specified timet,2x0 ; this complements our result in Sec. IV o
the recovery ofV(x0) from measurements on waves focusing tox0 and its vicinity. Next, we
examine thet-derivative of our focusing waves att50. Finally, for potentials vanishing on a ha
line, we derive an identity involving the temporal and spatial derivatives of the solutions t
Marchenko equations. We present the results mainly for the focusing wave incident from th
because the results for the incidence from the right can be obtained analogously.

In our analysis in the section, we put some or all of the following restrictions onV:
~H1! V is real valued and belongs toL1

1(R).
~H2! V is sectionally continuous with jump discontinuities atx5aj for j 51, . . . ,n.
~H3! V is piecewise continuously differentiable in each of the intervals (2`,a1),

(an ,1`), and (aj ,aj 11) with j 51, . . . ,n21.
~H4! V8 is integrable in each interval of its continuity.
~H5! V8 is piecewise differentiable, andV9 is integrable in each interval it exists.
Paraphrasing, hypothesis~H2! states thatV is continuous onR except perhaps at a finit

number of points, andV has finite left and right limits at those points;~H3! is a similar statemen
for V8. Hypotheses~H4! and~H5! state thatV8 andV9 exist everywhere except perhaps at a fin
number of points; moreover, if we remove those points fromR, V8 andV9 are integrable on the
resulting set.

Define

a l~x!ªE
x

`

dyV~y!, a r~x!ªE
2`

x

dyV~y!, bªE
2`

`

dyV~y!, ~7.1!

ql~k,x!ªV~x!1 (
aj .x

@V~aj
1!2V~aj

2!#e2ik(aj 2x), ~7.2!

FIG. 3. The support ofY l with x051 in Theorem 6.6 is shaded in thetx-plane.
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qr~k,x!ª2V~x!1 (
aj ,x

@V~aj
1!2V~aj

2!#e2ik(x2aj ). ~7.3!

In the next proposition we list the large-k asymptotics of the transmission coefficient and t
Faddeev functions and theirx-derivatives up to the orders needed in~7.15! and~7.16! @cf. p. 163
of Deift and Trubowitz~1979! where some expansions are given up too(1/k2) ask→` in C1#.

Proposition 7.1: (i) Assume V satisfies hypotheses (H1)–(H4). Then, as k→` in C1 we have

T~k!511
b

2ik
2

b2

8k2 1O~1/k3!, ~7.4!

ml~k,x!512
a l~x!

2ik
2

1

8k2 @a l~x!222ql~k,x!#1O~1/k3!, ~7.5!

mr~k,x!512
a r~x!

2ik
2

1

8k2 @a r~x!212qr~k,x!#1O~1/k3!. ~7.6!

(ii) In addition, if V satisfies also hypothesis (H5), then as k→` in C1 we have

ml8~k,x!5
ql~k,x!

2ik
1O~1/k2!, mr8~k,x!5

qr~k,x!

2ik
1O~1/k2!. ~7.7!

Proof: The proof is straightforward. For example,~7.5! is obtained by iterating the integra
representation forml , see, e.g., Deift and Trubowitz~1979!,

ml~k,x!511
1

2ik Ex

`

dy@e2ik(y2x)21#V~y!ml~k,y!, ~7.8!

and using integration by parts on*x
`dye2ik(y2x)V(y). Differentiating~7.8! with respect tox and

using iteration and integration by parts, we obtain the asymptotics forml8 . Similarly, with the help
of the integral representations

mr~k,x!511
1

2ik E2`

x

dy@e2ik(x2y)21#V~y!mr~k,y!,

1

T~k!
512

1

2ik E2`

`

dyV~y!ml~k,y!,

we obtain the large-k asymptotics formr , mr8 , andT. j

Let u(x) denote the Heaviside function, and with the help of~7.1!–~7.3! let us define

D~x,x0!ªb@a l~x!1a r~x0!#2a l~x!a r~x0!2
1

2
@b21a l~x!21a r~x0!2#. ~7.9!

Using ~7.1! we simplify the right-hand side in~7.9! to obtain

D~x,x0!52
1

2 F E
x

x0
dyV~y!G2

. ~7.10!

Theorem 7.2:Assume that V satisfies hypotheses (H1)–(H5). Then, the discontinuous part o
]Y l(x,t;x0)/]x is given by
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1

4
@V~x0!2V~x!1D~x,x0!#u~x01t2x!2

1

4
u~x01t2x! (

aj .x
@V~aj

1!2V~aj
2!#

3u~x22aj1x01t !2
1

4
u~x01t2x! (

aj ,x0

@V~aj
1!2V~aj

2!#u~2x12aj2x01t !,

~7.11!

where D(x,x0) is the quantity in~7.10!.
Proof: Consider the representation ofY l given in ~6.1!, from which we get

]Y l~x,t;x0!

]x
5u~x01t2x!F I 101I 111(

j 51

N

w j8~x!w j~x0!ek j tG , ~7.12!

where we have defined

I 10ª
i

2p E
2`

`

dk k@T~k!ml~k,x!mr~k,x0!21#eik(x2x02t), ~7.13!

I 11ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkT~k!ml8~k,x!mr~k,x0!eik(x2x02t). ~7.14!

When VPL1
1(R), it is known thatw j8 is continuous; hence, the summation term within t

brackets in~7.12! is continuous in (x,t). From the integrands in~7.13! and~7.14! let us separate
the terms that are continuous in (k,x) and integrable ink; by the Lebesgue dominated conve
gence theorem, the integrals of such terms are continuous in (x,t). Using~7.1!–~7.7! and~7.9!, as
k→` in C1 we obtain

ik@T~k!ml~k,x!mr~k,x0!21#52
1

2 Ex

x0
dyV~y!1

i

4~k1 i01!
@D~x,x0!1ql~k,x!2qr~k,x0!#

1O~1/k2!, ~7.15!

T~k!ml8~k,x!mr~k,x0!5
ql~k,x!

2i ~k1 i01!
1O~1/k2!, ~7.16!

where theO(1/k2)-terms are continuous in (k,x) and integrable ink. When x,x01t, the
O(1)-term in ~7.15! does not contribute to the integral in~7.13!. Using *2`

` dkeikz/(k1 i01)
522p iu(2z), we evaluate the contribution of theO(1/k)-terms in~7.13! and~7.14! to I 10 and
I 11, respectively, which, with the help of~7.10!, results in~7.11!. j

Let us define

G~x,t;x0!ª2
1

4
@V~x0!1V~x!1D~x,x0!#u~x01t2x!

2
1

4
u~x01t2x! (

aj .x
@V~aj

1!2V~aj
2!#u~x22aj1x01t !

1
1

4
u~x01t2x! (

aj ,x0

@V~aj
1!2V~aj

2!#u~2x12aj2x01t !, ~7.17!

whereD(x,x0) is the quantity in~7.10!.
Theorem 7.3:Assume that V satisfies hypotheses (H1)–(H5). Then, the discontinuous part o

]Y l(x,t;x0)/]t is equal to G(x,t;x0) defined in (7.17).
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Proof: As in ~7.12! we have

]Y l~x,t;x0!

]t
5u~x01t2x!F2I 101(

j 51

N

k jw j~x!w j~x0!ek j tG . ~7.18!

Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 7.2, we see that the only contribution to the discontin
comes from theO(1/k)-term in ~7.13!, which gives us~7.17!. j

As a corollary of~7.18!, we see thatU l(x,t;x0) is the solution to~1.1! satisfying the initial
conditionsU l(x,0;x0)5d(x2x0) and

]U l~x,0;x0!

]t
5d8~x2x0!1(

j 51

N

k jw j~x!w j~x0!

2
i

2p E
2`

`

dk k@T~k!ml~k,x!mr~k,x0!21#eik(x2x0). ~7.19!

With the help of~7.11!–~7.13!, it is possible to identify the discontinuities on the right-hand s
of ~7.19! and hence also in]U l(x,0;x0)/]t. The initial value]U r(x,0;x0)/]t can be obtained
similarly and its discontinuities can be evaluated explicitly in an analogous manner.

Next, we turn our attention to the inverse scattering problem and describe the recov
V(x0) by using only the waveU l(x,t;x0) focusing tox0 . Assume thatV satisfies hypothese
~H1!–~H5! and thatx0 is a point of continuity ofV. As stated below~4.34!, we know that the
height of the tailY l at the wavefront at any fixed timet,2x0 is given by~4.30!. Furthermore,
from ~7.11! we see that thex-derivative from the left for the tailY l at the wavefront is given by

]Y l~x0
21t,t;x0!

]x
5

1

4
@V~x0!2V~x01t !#2

1

8 S E
x01t

x0
dzV~z! D 2

. ~7.20!

Eliminating the integral term in~4.30! and ~7.20!, we get

V~x0!5V~x01t !12Y l~x0
21t,t;x0!214

]Y l~x0
21t,t;x0!

]x
. ~7.21!

Note that all of the three terms on the right-hand side of~7.21! can be measured at some mome
t,2x0 , wherex01t is a point of continuity forV; in fact, we can even make our measureme
whent→2`, in which caseV(x01t)→0. Thus,V(x0) can be remotely determined by using on
the wave that focuses tox0 .

As a corollary of the arguments leading to~5.19! and~7.21! we obtain the following property
for the solution to the Marchenko equation~5.2!.

Theorem 7.4: Assume V satisfies hypotheses (H1)–(H5) and V[0 for x,0. Then, for any
point xPR at which V is continuous, the solution Kr(x,t) of the Marchenko equation (5.2
satisfies

]K r~x,x2!

]x
2

]K r~x,x2!

]t
5K r~x,x2!2, xPR. ~7.22!

Proof: Note that~7.22! holds trivially for all x<0 becauseK r(x,t)50 for x<0 as indicated
above~5.19!. From the Marchenko method, it is known that

V~x0!52
]K r~x0 ,x0

2!

]x
12

]K r~x0 ,x0
2!

]t
, xPR. ~7.23!
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From ~5.19! we see thatY l(x,t;x0)5K r(x0 ,x2t) for all x,0 andt,2x0 ; hence, we can write
~7.21! with x0.0 andt,2x0 as

V~x0!52K r~x0 ,x0
2!214

]K r~x0 ,x0
2!

]t
, x0.0. ~7.24!

Finally, comparing~7.23! and ~7.24!, we see that~7.22! also holds forx.0. j

We next present the analog of Theorem 7.4 forK l without a proof. It can also be obtaine
from ~7.22! by changing the signs ofx and t.

Theorem 7.5: Assume V satisfies hypotheses (H1)–(H5) and V[0 for x.0. Then, for any
point xPR at which V is continuous, the solution Kl(x,t) of the Marchenko equation (5.3
satisfies

]K l~x,x1!

]x
2

]K l~x,x1!

]t
5K l~x,x1!2, xPR. ~7.25!

VIII. EXAMPLES

In this section we illustrate wave focusing, various properties of focusing waves, an
recovery of a potential via wave focusing. An animated example of wave focusing can be fo
the web site http://www.msstate.edu/;aktosun/publications.html.

Example 8.1:Consider the wave focusing for

V~x!5u~2x!
16~&11!2e22&x

@~&11!2e22&x21#2
.

Note thatV, being non-negative, does not support any bound states; moreover, it is suppo
(2`,0) and hence the region (0,1`) is the ‘‘free region.’’ The corresponding scattering coef
cients are rational functions ofk, and one can obtain explicitly the scattering coefficients and
solutions of~1.2!. We havef l(k,x)5eikx for x>0,

f r~k,x!5e2 ikxF11
i

k1& i

2&

~&11!2e22&x21
G , x<0,

T~k!5
k~k1& i !

~k1 i !2 , L~k!52
1

~k1 i !2

k1& i

k2& i
, R~k!5

1

~k1 i !2 .

Using a contour integration in~4.18!, we can evaluateU l explicitly and verify thatU l focuses to
x0 at timet50. Whenx0.0, as indicated in Theorem 6.4, a gap develops between the wave
and the tail, which is illustrated in Fig. 4. Whenx0,0, the corresponding wave is illustrated
Fig. 5. It can be verified directly that the discontinuity in the tail at the wavefront, the disc
nuities in thex-derivative of the tail, and the discontinuities in thet-derivative of the tail agree
with the results in~4.30!, ~7.11!, and~7.17!, respectively.

Next, we illustrate the recovery ofV(x0) by using the technique described in Sec. IV utilizin
~4.35!.

Example 8.2:Consider the wave focusing for the potential

V~x!5u~x!
80~A511!~A512!e2A5x

@~A511!~A512!e2A5x22#2
. ~8.1!

The corresponding scattering coefficients and Jost solutions can be evaluated explicitly as
d 19 Jun 2002 to 130.18.24.42. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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T~k!5
k~k1A5i !

~k1 i !~k12i !
, L~k!5

2

~k1 i !~k12i !
, R~k!5

22~k1A5i !

~k1 i !~k12i !~k2A5i !
,

f l~k,x!5eikxF11
iE~x!

k1A5i
G , x>0; f r~k,x!5e2 ikx, x<0,

f l~k,x!5
~k1 i !~k12i !

k~k1A5i !
eikx1

2

k~k1A5i !
e2 ikx, x<0,

f r~k,x!5e2 ikxF12
iE~x!

k2A5i
G2

2~k1A5i !eikx

~k1 i !~k12i !~k2A5i !
F11

iE~x!

k1A5i
G , x>0,

where

E~x!ª
4A5

~11A5!~21A5!e2A5x22
.

Using ~4.18! it is possible to constructU l(x,t;x0) explicitly. SinceV[0 whenx,0, we see that
V(x01t)50 for any fixedt,2x0 . Note thatG l(x0 ,t) given in ~4.34! can be computed asA5
231E(x0). Then, using~4.35!, we obtainV(x0)52E8(x0), agreeing with~8.1!.

FIG. 4. The focusing wave of Example 8.1 withx051 is shown att521,0,0.5,1,2.
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Finally, we illustrate the recovery ofV(x0) by using the technique described in Sec. V
utilizing ~7.21!.

Example 8.3:Consider the wave focusing for the potential

V~x!52
16c2e2x

~2e2x1c2!2 , ~8.2!

where c.0 is the bound-state norming constant. The corresponding scattering coefficien
T(k)5(k1 i )/(k2 i ), L(k)5R(k)50, and the Jost solutions forxPR are given by

f l~k,x!5eikxF12
2i

k1 i

c2

2e2x1c2G , f r~k,x!5e2 ikxF12
4i

k1 i

e2x

2e2x1c2G .
Using ~4.18! we get

U l~x,t;x0!5d~x2x02t !1u~2x1x01t !
4c2ex1x0~et2e2t!

~2e2x1c2!~2e2x01c2!
.

Hence,

Y l~x0
21t,t;x0!5

4c2et1x0~et2e2t!

~2e2x01c2!~2e2(t1x0)1c2!
,

FIG. 5. The focusing wave of Example 8.1 withx0521 is shown att521,0,1,2,3.
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lim
t→2`

Y l~x0
21t,t;x0!52

4ex0

2e2x01c2 , ~8.3!

]Y l~x0
21t,t;x0!

]x
5

4c2e2x01t~et2e2t!~c22e2(t1x0)!

~2e2x01c2!~2e2(t1x0)1c2!2 ,

lim
t→2`

]Y l~x0
21t,t;x0!

]x
5

4e2x0

2e2x01c2 . ~8.4!

Since limt→2` V(x01t)50, using~8.3! and ~8.4! in ~7.21!, we can constructV(x0) explicitly,
agreeing with its value obtained from~8.2!.

IX. FOCUSING FOR THE VARIABLE-SPEED WAVE EQUATION

In this section we analyze focusing for the variable-speed wave equation given in~9.14! by
using the corresponding results for~1.1!.

Consider the generalized Schro¨dinger equation

d2c~k,x!

dx2 1k2H~x!2c~k,x!5Q~x!c~k,x!, xPR, ~9.1!

where Q is real valued and belongs toL1
1(R), and H is bounded, strictly positive,H21

PL1(R), and 2HH923(H8)2PL1
1(R). Via the Liouville transformation

y5y~x!ªE
0

x

dzH~z!, f~k,y~x!!ªAH~x!c~k,x!, ~9.2!

we can transform~9.1! into the Schro¨dinger equation

d2f~k,y!

dy2 1k2f~k,y!5V~y!f~k,y!, yPR, ~9.3!

with

V~y!5V~y~x!!ª
Q~x!

H~x!2 1
H9~x!

2H~x!3 2
3H8~x!2

4H~x!4 . ~9.4!

The aforementioned conditions onQ andH guarantee thatV is real valued and belongs toL1
1(R),

for which the direct and inverse scattering problems are well understood.
Let f l(k,x) and f r(k,x) denote the Jost solutions of~9.1! satisfying the boundary condition

~2.1! and~2.2!, respectively. The scattering coefficients for~9.1! are obtained as in~2.3! and~2.4!.
For the analysis of the scattering and inverse scattering problems for~9.1!, see, e.g., Aktosunet al.
~1992a,b!. It is known that the potentialV(y) has bound states if and only ifQ(x) has bound
states. SinceH(x) is strictly positive, the mappingx°y is one-to-one. Thus, for anyx0 there is a
uniquey0ªy(x0), and conversely.

Let us denote the Jost solutions of~9.3! by gl(k,y) and gr(k,y), from the left and right,
respectively. Let us uset(k), r(k), and l (k) to denote the transmission coefficient and t
reflection coefficients from the right and left, respectively, for~9.3!. We have, see, e.g., Aktosu
et al. ~1992a!,

gl~k,y!5e2 ikA1AH~x! f l~k,x!, gr~k,y!5e2 ikA2AH~x! f r~k,x!, ~9.5!

t~k!5T~k!eikA, l ~k!5L~k!e2ikA2, r~k!5R~k!e2ikA1, ~9.6!
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where

A6ª6E
0

6`

dt@12H~ t !#, AªA21A1 .

As seen from the first formula in~9.6! the bound states for~9.1! and~9.3! occur simultaneously a
the samek-value on the positive imaginary axis, i.e., at the common poles ofT(k) andt(k) in
C1. We let N denote the number of bound states for~9.1! and let the bound states occur atk
5 ik j with 0,k1, ¯ ,kN .

In terms of the Jost solutions of~9.3!, as in~4.1! and ~4.2!, let us define

K̃ l~y,t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@gl~k,y!2eiky#e2 ikt,

K̃ r~y,t !ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dk@gr~k,y!2e2 iky#eikt.

As in ~4.4! we have

K̃ l~y,t !50, t,y; K̃ r~y,t !50, t.y.

For each fixedyPR, K̃ l(y,•) and K̃ r(y,•) belong toL2(R)ùL1(R). They are discontinuous a
t5y, and as in~4.5! the jumps there are related toV as

K̃ l~y,y1!5
1

2 Ey

`

dzV~z!, K̃ r~y,y2!5
1

2 E2`

y

dzV~z!.

Next we present the analog of Theorem 3.1 for~9.1!.
Theorem 9.1:Assume Q and H satisfy the conditions stated below (9.1). Then

1

2p E
2`

`

dkT~k! f l~k,x! f r~k,x0!1(
j 51

N
w j~x!w j~x0!

H~x!H~x0!
5

d~x2x0!

H~x!H~x0!
, ~9.7!

wherew j (x) are the normalized bound-state wave functions for (9.1) corresponding to the b
states at k5 ik j with j51, . . . ,N.

Proof: Using ~9.5! and ~9.6!, from ~3.6! we get

1

2p E
2`

`

dkt~k!gl~k,y!gr~k,y0!1(
j 51

N

j j~y!j j~y0!5d~y2y0!, ~9.8!

wherej j (y) are the normalized bound-state wave functions for~9.3!. Using ~9.5! and ~9.6!, we
can write the first term on the left-hand side of~9.8! as

1

2p E
2`

`

dkt~k!gl~k,y!gr~k,y0!5
AH~x!H~x0!

2p E
2`

`

dkT~k! f l~k,x! f r~k,x0!. ~9.9!

As in ~2.5! and ~2.7!, for j 51, . . . ,N we have

j j~y!5
gl~ ik j ,y!

A*2`
` dzgl~ ik j ,z!2

, w j~x!5
H~x! f l~ ik j ,x!

A*2`
` dzH~z!2f l~ ik j ,z!2

. ~9.10!

With the help of~9.5! and ~9.10!, we see thatj j (y) andw j (x) are related to each other as
d 19 Jun 2002 to 130.18.24.42. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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j j~y!5
w j~x!

AH~x!
, ~9.11!

and thus the summation term on the left-hand side of~9.8! is expressed as

(
j 51

N

j j~y!j j~y0!5(
j 51

N
w j~x!w j~x0!

AH~x!H~x0!
. ~9.12!

Moreover, fromdy/dx5H(x) and the fact thaty5y0 if and only if x5x0 , we get

d~y2y0!5
d~x2x0!

AH~x!H~x0!
. ~9.13!

Hence, using~9.9!, ~9.12!, and~9.13! in ~9.8!, we obtain~9.7!. j

Using the Fourier transformation~1.3!, we can transform~9.1! into the variable-speed wav
equation

]2w~x,t !

]x2 2H~x!2
]2w~x,t !

]t2 5Q~x!w~x,t !, x,tPR, ~9.14!

where 1/H(x) corresponds to the variable wave speed. We are interested in wave focusin
~9.14!; in other words, we would like to construct causal solutions to~9.14! incident either from
the left or right such that they focus at timet50 to any specified pointx0 . In particular, we want
to construct solutions to~9.14! satisfyingw(x,0)5d(x2x0)/H(x0).

Let us define

Wl~x,t;x0!ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkT~k! f l~k,x! f r~k,x0!e2 ikt1(
j 51

N
w j~x!w j~x0!

H~x!H~x0!
ek j t, ~9.15!

Wr~x,t;x0!ª
1

2p E
2`

`

dkT~k! f r~k,x! f l~k,x0!e2 ikt1(
j 51

N
w j~x!w j~x0!

H~x!H~x0!
ek j t, ~9.16!

wherew j are the normalized bound-state wave functions given in~9.10!.
Theorem 9.2:Assume thatQ andH satisfy the conditions stated below~9.1!. ThenWl is a

causal solution to~9.14! that is incident from the left and that focuses tox5x0 when t50.
Similarly, Wr is a causal solution to~9.14! that is incident from the right and that focuses tox
5x0 when t50.

Proof: Sincegl(k,y) is a solution to~9.3!, with the help of~9.2!, ~9.10!, and~9.11! we see that
Wl defined in~9.15! is a solution to~9.14!. Using ~9.5!, ~9.6!, and~9.12! in ~9.15! we get

AH~x!H~x0!Wl~x,t;x0!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dkt~k!gl~k,y!gr~k,y0!e2 ikt1(
j 51

N

j j~y!j j~y0!ek j t.

~9.17!

By comparing the right-hand sides of~4.18! and~9.17! and applying Theorem 4.3, we see that t
theorem is proved forWl . The proof forWr defined in~9.16! is similarly obtained. j

We see from Theorem 9.2 thatWl consists of the wavefrontd(y2y02t)/AH(x)H(x0) fol-
lowed by a tail on the left and that it is incident from the left. Similarly,Wr consists of the
wavefrontd(y2y01t)/AH(x)H(x0) followed by a tail on the right and that it is incident from th
right.
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The Marchenko equations associated with~9.1! were analyzed in Aktosunet al. ~1992a!.
Using the results given in Secs. III and IV, it is possible to give various representations forWl and
Wr , similar to those in~4.22!, ~4.23!, ~5.13!, ~5.14!, ~5.17!, and~5.18!, and thus obtain the analog
of Theorems 4.5 and 5.3. We let the interested reader work out the details.

Next we present an example of focusing for~9.14!.
Example 9.3:Consider

y~x!5u~2x!Fx211
1

12xG1u~x!Fx112
1

x11G ,
and hence

H~x!5u~2x!
11~12x!2

~12x!2 1u~x!
11~11x!2

~11x!2 .

Note thatH(x) is continuous, butH8(x) has a discontinuity atx50. Even though the focusing
theory we outlined above is developed under the assumption thatH9 exists, it can be extended i
a straightforward manner whenH9 contains some Dirac delta distributions. We haveH(0)52,
H8(01)522, H8(02)52, and henceH9 contains a delta distribution atx50. Letting

Q~x!5u~2x!
23

@11~12x!2#2 1u~x!
23

@11~11x!2#2 , ~9.18!

from ~9.4! we getV(y)52d(y)/2. In Fig. 6 we showy(x), H(x), andQ(x).
Using ~9.5! and ~9.6! we obtain

T~k!5
4ke2ik

4k2 i
, R~k!5

4ie2ik

4k2 i
, L~k!5

4ie2ik

4k2 i
,

FIG. 6. The plots ofy(x), H(x), andQ(x) in Example 9.3.
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f l~k,x!55
eik(y21)

AH~x!
, x>0,

S 11
1

4ik D e2 ik(y11)

AH~x!
2

1

4ik

eik(y21)

AH~x!
, x<0,

f r~k,x!55 S 11
1

4ik D e2 ik(y11)

AH~x!
2

1

4ik

eik(y21)

AH~x!
, x>0,

e2 ik(y11)

AH~x!
, x<0.

Note that there is a bound state atk5 i /4. Using~2.7! and~9.11! we get the normalized bound-sta
wave function as

w~x!5
AH~x!

2
e2uyu/4.

If the focusing pointx0 occurs in@0,1`), with y0ªy(x0) from ~9.15! we get

Wl~x,t;x0!5
d~y2y02t !

AH~x!H~x0!
1

u~2x!w2~x,t;x0!1u~x!w1~x,t;x0!

4AH~x!H~x0!
,

where

w2~x,t;x0!ª2u~2y1y01t !1u~y1y01t !1u~2y2y01t !2u~y2y01t !

1u~y2y01t !e(y2y01t)/4,

w1~x,t;x0!ªu~2y2y01t !e2(y1y02t)/4.

It can directly be verified thatWl(x,0;x0)5d(x2x0)/@H(x)H(x0)#. This wave is illustrated in
Fig. 7.

Now let us consider a slight modification of the above example.
Example 9.4:Suppose thaty(x) and henceH(x) are as in Example 9.3. Let us assume th

Q(x) is given by

Q~x!5d~x!1u~2x!
23

@11~12x!2#2 1u~x!
23

@11~11x!2#2 ,

and hence differs from~9.18! by a delta distribution atx50. From ~9.4! it follows that V(y)
50 for all yPR, and hencet(k)51 andr(k)5l (k)50. Thus, we have a reflectionless case a
there are no bound states. In this case, from~9.5! and ~9.6! we getT(k)5e2ik, R(k)5L(k)50,
and

f l~k,x!5
eik(y21)

AH~x!
, f r~k,x!5

e2 ik(y11)

AH~x!
.

SinceQ contains a delta distribution,f l8 and f r8 are discontinuous inx at x50. Using~9.15! we
obtain
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Wl~x,t;x0!5
d~y2y02t !

AH~x!H~x0!
.

Thus, the waveWl is always focused, and there is no tail following the wave front due to the
that there is no reflection.
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